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. LAW

ATTENTION 2Ls AND 3Ls
Frank - Morris & Associates will
have open sign-up for interviews on
Tuesday, 2/21. They are looking for
2Ls and 3Ls. Sign up in Placement
by Friday, 2/17 .

~porter

BUSINESS OFFICE CLOSING
The Business Office will close at
3:50 p.m.
on
Wednesday, . 2/15.
Normal hours will resume Thursday.

Published by the
Student Bar Assoc;iat.i~o

Prolific

UI. P. S.- ·

SCHOOL
OF

BULLETIN BOARD

ATTENTION 1Ls:
AG DEADLINE THIS WEDNESDAYl
The Washington Attorney General's
Office will be on campus to interview 1Ls , 2/23 and 2/24. Deadline
f or interview applications (resume
and cover
letter)
is Wednesday,
2/ 1 5, at 1 p.m. in Placement.
MAY GRADS WHO WANT TO TAKE
THE CAL. BAR • • •
Annette DeBellefeuille,
a UW law
student, wants to organize a large
group of people to persuade the
California Bar Bri to provide video
tapes, not audio tapes,
for the
California review course in Washingt on . If you're interested call 5438387
(UW Moot Court)
or 363-9449
(home ) .
CHOICES CONFERENCE REGISTRATION
FORMS AVAILABLE
(Saturday, March 4)
The forms are either
in your
s t udent mailbox
or available in
Pl acement. Keynote speaker is Debor ah Arron who founded Lawyers in
Transition, a group that helps lawy e rs find
job satisfaction. Her
book,
"Running From the Law: Why
Good Lawyers are Getting Out of the
Lega l System , " is due out in April.
INFORMATION SESSION
Th e Ai r Force will hold an information session Tuesday,
2/14,
in
Room 50 2, at HIGH NOON.

GAY & LESBIAN SUPPORT GROUP
A gay and lesbian support group
originating on main campus meets
weekly. For more information contact Donn at 756-3372 or 591-2201.
VITA PROGRAM - CORRECTED INFO
The correct dates and times for
the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance
Program, where students offer free
assistance with tax returns, is:
Dates: February 11, 18 and 25
March 4, 11 and 18
Location: Room 104 (March 11th will
b e in another room.)
Phone: 1-800-662-VITA
or call Julie Horn, 241-2572
in Seattle.
A FEMINIST CRITIQUES
THE LAW

Professor Ann Scales, law professor at the University of New Mexico, will speak Thursday, 2/16, at 5
p.m. in Room 501. Two articles of
Professor Scales are on reserve in
the Library. Scales speech is "A
Feminist Critiques the Law."
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LAW REVIEW CONDUCTS RARE
DISCIPLINARY PROCEEDING
The Editorial Board of UPS's Law
Review voted to retain first-year
member Steve Thomas last week in the
final action of a formal disciplinary process that has rarely been
used in the past.
Last Monday night, February 6, the
Editorial Board accepted the recommendation of the Standards Committee
to not expel Thomas from the Law
Review but to deny Thomas academic
credit and to send him a letter of
reprimand.
The
Review Committee
found that no editor was at fault
and that Thomas'
infractions were
not serious enough to warrant expulsion.
Thomas was charged by the Editorin-Chief, Jeff Sayer, of three times
missing article deadlines for unacceptable reasons and submitting a
substandard
rough
draft. Thomas
alleged that
his primary editor
granted him extensions as well as
stating that his rough draft was
acceptable ,
and
that subsequent
requests by Sayer to meet Law Review
standards were unreasonable.
Law Review editors and Professor
Chiapinelli,
the Review's faculty
advisor,
refused to comment on the
specifics of the action because they
consider it an in-house disciplinary
action.
Sayer submitted a written
comment: "The disciplinary proceedings within the Law
Review are
closed and the results are maintained in
full
confidentiality. To
comment upon this matter would be
inappropriate at this time." However, Thomas expressly waived his
right to confidentiality in this
matter and spoke to the PRo
At the beginning of their second
year of law school, first-year Law
Review members
(called Members in
the Review's by-laws), are told what
is expected of them.
In addition,
the Law Review Manual provides tips
on research, style and describes the
duties of
Members.
The by-laws
provide a description the duties of
Members, Editors,
and how articles
will be judged.
The by-laws also provide for a
peer group review committee,
the

Standards
Committee,
filled by
three elected members of Law Review
at the first general meeting of the
year. The Committee consists of the
Editor-in-Chief,
an
Associate
Editor (all second-year members are
Associate Editors if not elected to
the Editorial Board), and a Member.
Thomas admits that he knew what
was expected of him and that the
Editors expected strict adherence
to deadlines.
"At every moment, I
was aware of what my responsibilities were and I consciously (tried
to fulfill them)," he said.
The Review ' s by-laws state that
Members must make a two-year commitment and
that their primary
purpose as Members is to produce an
article of "publishable quality."
They are assigned to an Associate
Editor who is their "primary editor." The primary editor helps the
Member write his article, giving
"constructive" critiques and ensuring that the Member follows style
guidelines.
The primary editors
have no express authority to extend
deadlines or OK submitted drafts
under the by-laws. However, Thomas
claims that the Law Review Manual
asks Members
to
contact their
primary editors if they have a
problem.
The primary editor reports to a
Note and Comment Editor (who supervises the writing which includes
setting
deadlines and assigning
editorial duties). The Note and
Comment editors do have the power
to extend deadlines and they provide a list of Members who have
completed their articles satisfactorily to the Editor-in-Chief. From
the
list,
the
Editor-in-Chief
determines who shall receive academic credit.
The Note
and Comments Editor
reports to the Managing Editor who
is responsible for the publication
and printing of the Law Review.
This person is also responsible,
along with the Editor-in-Chief, for
supervising all
aspects of the
Members' first year.
This
year's
Editorial
Board
decided to establish strict deadlines for the Members because the

' r ~ l ific
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Law Review h a ~ be en published late
in previous y ~3 rs and it was felt
that this r efle cted poorly on Law
Review as we l l as the school. Members had t o meet
the following
deadlines:
*By Septembe r 19.
1988 they were
select a t cp ic and ensure that it
was not pre e mpted by either a law
review a rt icle or judicial opinion.
*By October 17, 1988, they were to
hand in their outlines.
*By November 28, 1988 they were to
hand in their rough drafts of
their article.
*By January 17, 1989, they were to
hand in their second drafts.
*By February 27, 1989 they were to
hand in their final draft.
After each deadline, primary editors
usually had a week or two to make
comments and critique each submission.
Thomas was charged with:
1. Missing the topic deadline. Although Thomas submitted a topic by
September 19, he discovered two days
later that the article was preempted. The preempting law review article in Gonzaga Law Review was not
listed in Shepards nor the Washington Practice series. However, it was
listed in the Index to Legal Periodicals.
He brought this
to the
attention of his primary editor. The
Managing Editor gave him a week to
hand in another topic. Thomas did
so.
2. Thomas asked and received from
his primary editor a five-day extension for submitting his rough draft
the weekend prior to Monday, November 28. He relied on his primary
editor's extension and did not hand
his article in on Monday. However,
that day,
Thomas said that he was
informed by his Note and Comments
editor
that
no extensions were
granted. He responded with a memo to
the "chain of command" declaring
that it was "unacceptable" to expect
him to do anything else other than
submit his draft Friday, December 2.
He received a letter from the Managing Editor chastising him for being
late but giving him until December 5
to submit his draft. Thomas sub-

mitted his draft by December 2. He
claims that he asked his primary
editor the following day if his
article was satisfactory and was
told that it was.
3.
Thomas said that Sayer called
the following week to say that his
rough draft was unacceptable and
that he had a week to hand in an
improved draft. Thomas' draft was
seven pages of triple-spaced text
and 11 pages of footnotes. The Law
Review manual states that final
drafts should run between 30 and 40
pages.
Sayer
said that in his
experience most rough drafts run
about 25 pages of triple-spaced
text. Thomas admits that his rough
draft was short but does not accept
Sayer's judgment that the quality
was poor. He claims that his writing style is to write in polished
sections and not by whole pieces.
Exams were scheduled for December
7,
to December 17. Thomas refused
to comply with Sayer's request.
Sayer subsequently wrote Thomas a
letter informing him that he would
be reviewed by the Standards Committee and may be expelled from Law
Review.

VOTE
JON TUNHEIM
Your Choice For
SBA President

L

Leadership

~ Representation

~

Professionalism

~ Dedication

Paid Advertisement
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l-l C -ie': e r,
through an "oversight,"
ac c or di ng to Sayer , the members of
th e St andards Committee had not yet
be e ~
elected. The by-laws require
t ha ~ t he Committee members
be elect ee during the first meeting of the
year . That meeting was in September,
1 9 8 v . However, if an elected member
h as conflict of interest, another
e lec tion may be held to fill that
p os ition. The Standards Committee
wa s not filled until January 19,

19 89.

4 . Thomas said that on January 20,
he received a letter from Sayer
stating that despite being disciplined, Thomas was still required to
meet all deadlines and since he did
not hand in his second draft January
17, he would be charged for missing
that deadline. Thomas said that it
was unreasonable to expect him to
meet the January deadline if he was
going to be expelled shortly after.
A hearing was held Tuesday, January 31, by the Standards Committee.
The charges
were
prosecuted by
Sayer. Thomas brought his lawyer,
Joel Feinberg, because he felt that
the hearing
was
an essentially
adversary proceeding. Four hours of
testimony and cross-examination were
heard by the Committee. Thursday,
February 2, the Committee voted two
to one to retain Thomas.
Past
faculty advisor (1984-1988) Professor John La Fond, who knows nothing
about this case, said that while he
was advisor no formal action was
taken against any student. "Which is
not to say that some people should
not have been expelled," he said.
"There were.
I believe we had some
resign under pressure."
He stated that he preferred to use
informal actions but also that a
formal mechanism is necessary to
back up those informal actions. He
compared the Law Review to a law
firm because the editors of the
Review had to produce. "The Editorin-Chief has a tremendous responsibility
to
produce a first-rate
journal," he said. "It requires the
dedicated energy and assistance of
all members. (A Member or Editor who
does not perform) shifts an unconscionable burden on colleagues while

s till claiming
credit on t h eir
resume."
Yet, La Fond added, that some Law
Review Staff will not perform is a
"predictable
phenomenon,"
and,
therefore,
there has to be some
mechanism to handle those members.
La Fond believes the current method
(used in Thomas' case) is too cumbersome and more power should be
placed in the hands of the Editorin-Chief.
Professor Chiappinelli describes
Law Review as both a hierarchical
organization designed to produce
and a democratic,
collegial body
that
chooses
its own leaders.
Problems arise,
he said, because
the structure of Law Review imposes
lines of authority on people who
consider themselves equals among
equals. (The new Editorial Board is
not elected
by members of the
review but by the outgoing Editorial Board.)
Although Thomas states that he
does not believe he did anything
wrong, in hindsight he said, "It's
always possible to deal differently
with people. That's not to say that
the way I dealt with (the editors)
is wrong. There's something everyone must face now and then in their
life and that is whether to make an
issue out of it." Thomas does admit
that he is a "litigious personality. I am much more willing to stand
up and say I'm not going to take
this."
Thomas admits that the by-laws
confer broad powers on the Editorin-Chief and the Managing Editor,
yet believes that his case raises a
fundamental issue:
"the conference
of power and position is not just a
grant in power but of duty." And
the duty, Thomas believes, that was
breached in his case was one of
reasonableness and fairness.
House for Rent! S425/month
Big enough for 4 people to share.
Call Dee in the Dean's Office:
591-2274
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NOTES FROM THE
DEAN
ANGER OVER DEC. GRADUATION AND
GRADES AIRED AT DEAN'S FORUM
Although few evening students were
able to make Dean Bond's lunchtime
forum last Thursday,
their anger
over the cancellation of the December graduation was made particularly
clear to the Dean.
Bond was asked why the school
decided to cancel December graduations thus forcing December grads to
wait five months before participating in a graduation ceremony. He
explained that fewer people were
graduating at that time. He also
stated that there were some people
who finished law school in August
who had to wait until December. (See
the letter to December grads on the
Dean's Bulletin Board at the skybridge entrance.)
He went on,
"I don't think that
just because a person has completed
the work for a degree,
they are
entitled to participate." A few 3Ls
took exception to that comment as
well as Bond's statement that after
the first year of law school, the
evening class loses its cohesiveness
because
of
transfers, different
class loads, etc.
Connie Dillon, 3L, told Bond that
she recently had a party for evening
students with
whom
she started
school and they were still cohesive.
"The evening
students
are very
upset," she said. "It's a real slap
in the face after spending $26,000
then having to wait five months to
graduate."
"I
understand their feelings,"
Bond said.
"Another thing they said," Dillon
went on,
"is that don't bother
calling them
to ask for alumni
donations (if there is not a December graduation)."
Other issues discussed:
Endowment share: Dean Bond announced
that the Board of Trustees of the
University agreed to allow the law
school to share in the school's

unrestricted endowment fund. The
University will give a little over
$100,000 to the law school this
year but there are strings attached
- the law school cannot use the
funds for operating costs but for
the "institutional advancement of
the law school." Bond, in consultation
with
University President
Philip Phibbs,
has authority over
the funds.
He said that he and
Phibbs have decided to use the
money to increase the amount of
student
financial aid. However,
Bond stated that the money will
probably go towards merit scholarships.
Bond added that the largest increase in the '89/'90 school budget
was in financial aid for studentsa 17 percent increase.
Grading and Exams: Bond was asked
if professors
had to meet any
minimum standards when they write
and grade an exam. In particular,
Bond was
asked about Professor
Branson's Corporations exam that
had 17 questions and was scheduled
to be 75 minutes long. "I discussed
the matter with Professor Branson
and he understands my point of
view," Bond said, "and he conveyed
his point of view. We are in a
somewhat murky area where the Dean
is asking a faculty member about an
area the faculty member claims is
within
his discretion." Another
problem is that once they become
tenured,
they essentially become
insulated, he said. But Bond assured the students that if any
student comes to him with a concern, he will investigate. Although
he said he will do what is in the
Dean's power to do, he said that he
will not divulge the confidences of
the professor.
Professor Don Carmichael, Academic Chair, and Eva Mitchell, Registrar,
answered
questions about
posting and submitting of grades.
They reported that they have made
progress
this
year in getting
grades posted sooner. The deadline
for professors to submit grades to
the Registrar was stepped up from
January 26, last year,
to January
6,
this year. Once
grades are
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submitted to
the Registrar they
cannot be changed without the approval of the faculty. However, if a
professor makes an arithmetic error
in calculating grades, that professor may submit a written explanation
to the Registrar and the grade can
be corrected. Carmichael said that,
now that he has moved from the 4th
floor
(faculty offices) to the 2nd
floor
(administrative offices), he
has to resist becoming "negative or
nasty" to his colleagues because
inevitably a few of them "screw up."
Bond delineated two theories about
the
school's
policy of grading
first-year
sections against each
other. The first, is that the professor has absolute control over the
content and grade, and that the
grade the professor awards should be
the grade the student receives. The
second theory is that first year
grades determine whether a student
gets on Law Review, and the Dean's
list, and whether they get scholarships and jobs. Therefore, it is
unfair to disadvantage students in
one section whose professor is a
harder grader than the professor of
another section teaching the same
material. In the second and third
years, students have the chance to
pick professors according to their
grading practices. Bond agrees with
the second theory.
Fraternization: Bond
declined to
answer a question about professors
who "date" or become romantically
involved with students who are in
their class. He said that the law
school does not have any fraternization policy although the University
does. However, under the University
policy fraternization is not necessarily prohibited. Bond did say that
when he becomes aware of a student
enrolled in a class taught by a
professor with whom he or she is
romantically linked , he would counsel the student to not take the
courSE. The problem is more difficult if the student
is already
enrolled.
STUDENT/FACULTY SOCIAL HOUR
The faculty and Dean Bond would
like to invite you to join us for an

informal social hour at 3:30 p.m.
on Wednesday, February 15, in the
Weyerhaeuser Lounge. The hour is
simply an opportunity to chat about
whatever we want. No RSVP is necessary. Refreshments will be served.
STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS
THE GIVING PROCESS BEGINS!
Those of you who expressed interest the Puget Sound Law Foundation
Grants Committee will meet on Tuesday, 2/13, at 5 p.m. in the Weyerhaeuser Lounge. The committee will
discuss the process for awarding
grants for 1989. Please attend this
introductory meeting
armed with
class and work schedules - applications are coming in! PSLF needs
student and member input to direct
the use of our grants to benefit
our community. If you have any
questions, please call Helen Bacon
(572-8810) or leave a message in
the "B" box.
TUM TE DE DE DUM!
LAW REVUE MEETS!
The Law Revue Committee will hold
its first meeting on Wednesday,
2/15, at 12:30, in Room 104. We
will talk about this year's Faculty/Staff Auction. First year students who want to bite back are
encouraged to come. All students
are welcome!
ALASKA STUDENT BAR MEETS
The Alaska Student Bar Association will meet Wednesday, 2/15, at
HIGH NOON in Room
321. Topics
covered - summer employment, admissions, our next party! Be there!
ATLA MEETING
ATLA will meet Tuesday, 2/14, at
1 p.m. in Room 503. The agenda is:
ATLA reception
with members of
Washington
State
Trial Lawyers
Association, future guest speakers,
membership dues and the end of the
year banquet.
All ATLA members
come!
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PHI DELTA PHI MEETS
The legal fraternity of Phi Delta
Phi meets Thursday,
2/16, in Room
501, at 4:30 p.m~ This is an important meeting, so don't miss it.
ELS MEETS
The Environmental Law Society will
meet on Thursday, 2/16, at 5 p.m. in
Room 50~.
Topics include the inhouse competition,
recycling and
current events. All members read the
2 articles on reserve
prior to
attending.
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW COMPETITION
INFORMATION SESSIONS
meeting this
Come to the ELS
Tuesday,
2/15 at HIGH NOON (room
announcement will be posted in the
Student Lounge),
or Thursday, at 5
p.m. in Room 502. Participants will
argue a wetlands issue before actual
members of the Shoreline Hearings
Board.
The competition will be the
first weekend after Spring break.

SBA NOTES
McDOUGAL RESPONDS ON CANCELLATION
OF DECEMBER GRADUATION
Dear Dean:
In response to the concern aroused by the decision to terminate
December
graduations ,
the
SEA
Council has
voted to offer an
alternative regarding t he matter.
By a unanimous vote,
the Council
recommended
that
the
December
graduation be phased out ra the r
than terminated
as of December
1989.
Our thought
is that students
currently enrolled should be accommodated by a December graduation.
Some have planned ahead for such an
occasion and to some ,
this sudden
decision has become a grave ( and ,
in some cases, emotional) concern .
Since some students came to UPS
School of Law with expectations of
a December graduation ceremony, th e
Council feels
that the Law School
would, in effect, be going back on
its word.
We are not comfortable
with that thought, and suggest that
December graduation exercises be
continued through December of 1991 .

ATTENTION MAY GRADS!
The Graduation Committee needs to
get organized and start planning!
All interested 3Ls please come to an
introductory
meeting
with Doris
Russell Monday, 2/27 at 5 p.m in the
Dean's Conference Room on second
floor .
**************************************************************************

DeLight's Restu.arant
608 So. Fawcett

272·1819

(at the corner of 6th and Fawcett)

Starbuck's

• Charming 1930's Atmosphere
• Early Jazz Hits
• Candlelight Dinner

Coffee 5¢/cup
wrm nus

muPON

on premISes

Now through February 17
Mon., Tues., Wed. 11·7

Thurs., Fri. 11-8
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By that time, students currently
enrolled will have opted
for a
three-and-a-half year matriculation
or a schedule that will have enabled
them to participate in a May graduation ceremony. We are not of the
position to preserve the December
graduation; we simply are encouraging the phase-out to accommodate
present members of the Student Bar
Association.
The SBA urges acceptance of our
recommendation.
WANNA FREE LUNCH?
Yes it's true!
A member of the
King County Bar will take a law
student to lunch - and pay for it!
This program is primarily directed
at 1Ls but it's also open to 2Ls and
3Ls. This program was very successful in years past, so sign up now as
there are only a limited number of
attorneys in
King County
(about
7,133). For more information accost
YLD/Alumni
representative
Martin
Duenhoelter at any time,
or just
leave a note in his box.
OFFICIAL B'ALLOT FOR SBA ELECTIONS
The following is a list of candidates for SBA offices (listed according to lottery):
President:
Jon
Tunheim,
Laurie
Jinkins, Rick Porter.
Vice-President: Stephen M. Evans,
Mary L. Pate, Brantley Jackson and
Tim Hightower.
Academic Standards: Karen Rogers,
David S. Snell, and Chris Benson.
Admissions: Mike Zoretic
Curriculum: Karen Hawkins and Marvin
Anderson.
Evening Students: Cassandra Wohlgethan.
Faculty Evaluation: B. Renee Alsept.
Faculty Recruitment: Sherry Williams
and Bonnie Newton.
Placement: Howard Thiersch.
Speakers: Dale Whitney.
Student Affairs:
Patricia Pethick
and Deanna Swanson.
Young Lawyers: Todd A. Campbell,
Joan K. Mell and Kenneth Barry
Dore.
Library and House: (no one).
The following

are

referendums on

the ballot for the SBA:
#1: Shall Trish Moran be confirmed
as second year ABA/LSD Representative to the SBA Council?
#2: Shall the SBA establish a Student Activities Fee in order t o
maintain its funding?
#3:
Shall the Student Activities
Fee for the 1989-90 school year be
set at $18.50 per semester for
full-time students and $12.50 per
semester for part-time students?
JUDICIAL BOARD APPOINTMENTS
By a unanimous vote,
Derek Mann
was appointed to the second year
vacancy on the Judicial Board by
the SBA Council. Other Board members include Scott Sullivan ( 3L),
Ron Heiman (3L),
Laura Wulf (2L),
and Mary McGinty (lL).
The Board
was designated the
official Election Board for the SBA
elections by Director of Elections
Hal Bergem. The Board held a lottery
for
ballot positions,
PR
spaces and speaking order at the
SBA Candidates Forum. The Forum
will be held Thursday,
2/23, at
HIGH NOON and 6 p.m. in the Student
Lounge. Bergem and the Board will
serve as the official readers of
election results on 2/28 and the
3/2 run-off election (if needed).
ALTERNATIVE
RELIEF
by Mary Kohl
Events for 2/13 to 2/20:
At the Backstage in Seattle, a
Mardi Gras Party with Zachary Richard, sometimes called the "Cajun
Mick Jagger," will perform 2/16.
The Kinsey Report with Big Daddy
Kinsey will appear 2/17. Tickets
available at Ticketmaster outlets.
Just in time for President's Day,
Washington Salutes Washington: The
President and the State. This show
opens 2/18 at the Museum of History
and Industry,
and includes many of
George Washington's personal artifacts and paintings as well as
historic documents pertaining to
our first president.
A major retrospective of another

P~olific
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Washington,
James
Washington's
visionary sculpture will open 3/11
at the Bellevue Art Museum. A catalog for the show will be published
by the UW Press.
The Bathhouse Theater Shakespeare
Series continues with Much Ado About
Nothing,
running until 2/19, then
Shakespeare Dances,
2/25 to 3/5.
524-9108 for more information.
The Sistine
Chapel Choir will
appear 2/15 at the Seattle Opera
House by special permission of the
Pope!
Tickets
are available at
Ticketmaster outlets.
At the Tacoma Dome,
The Tacoma
Stars play Wichita, 2/15, 7:30 p.m.
and San Diego 2/19 at 3 p.m. Tickets
available at the Dome.
On upper campus: The 2918 OffBroadway Series will present new
works by
young playwrights.
the
dates of the performances are 2/162/18,
and
2/23-2/25. The Tacoma
Symphony Orchestra featuring flutist
Paula Robison and Edward Serferian
conducting,
will perform 2/17, at
the Pantages Center.
756-3419 for
more information.
THE STORY OF THE TOAD

By Steve Mueller
On a hot and dusty day,
I was walking down the road.
When I saw waiting in the weeds,
a fat and lazy toad.
I was feeling kind of down,
Like I'd been given two left feet.
But the toad just flicked his tongue,
And he begged me take a seat.
He said, the rumors might be true,
My pa might be a King.
But it just might be the case,
My ma's a green and slimy thing.
Everybody's got a story,
Some are better, some are worse.
Everything we put together
One day it will disperse.
I get no pleasure from the mirror,
But I know very few,
Who gaze upon themselves,
And still enjoy the view.
On the land or in the stream,
I am not known to travel fast.
But it's seldom that the swift,

Remain until the last.
Sweet love my friend it's true,
That I have not seen very much.
Not many have I known,
Would not recoil upon my touch.
Everybody's got a story,
Some are better, some are worse.
Any step in one direction,
One day we will reverse.
Oh I am fat and lazy,
And sitting by this road.
My story matters little,
For I am just a toad.
Everybody's got a story,
Some are short and some are long.
If · your fingers lose their grip,
It is your heart that must be
strong.

RUMINATIONS
by Jeff Fishel
This issue was a tough one to put
together. First, I had to deal with
the amorphous question,
"What is
newsworthy?" Second,
I
decided to
not run some things I felt could
wait because of space and time.
Despite these decisions,
I
feel
good about this issue because it
demonstrates how people value a
newsletter that covers issues and
provides access to the "community."
What is news? An explanation is
captured in the old saw, "A dog who
bites a man is not news,
but a man
who bites a dog is." More altruistic explanations draw on the role
media traditionally play in a free
and open society
the Fourth
Estate kind of reasoning. I'm not
quite sure either fully explains
what is newsworthy.
Beyond these
theories, I approach news from the
standpoint of the ordinary person.
If you are curious,
you can askunder the constitution,
everyone
has a right to ask. If you get an
answer you can report it to anyone
as long as you stay within the
bounds set by libel. Media simply
assume the additional responsibility of being accurate in reporting
answers.

JUST 5 BLOCI(S NORTH OF UPS

•

''1/2 Price ~irst 3 Montlis
·rro Law Students"

FROM $230 MO.
IMMACULATE - CLASSIC IN TOWN LIVING

ONE BEDROOM &
LARGE STUDIOS
-BEAUTIFULLY RENOVATED-

~

~.,...

I"\:

-

_~

"i:~'

_-,i:-::~

~

. .'u ..

• Heat, Hot water, TV cable:' ~~",~
.. ~r'=-"l."
& Murphy beds, included. . :
• Security Entry . • Views
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO STUDENT CODE OF CONDUCT

The Conduct Review Board has proposed two amendments to
the Student Code of Conduct. An affirmative vote of the
majority of the student body voting in this month's S.B.A.
general elections and the affirmative vote of the faculty is
required for these amendments to become effective. The
current sections, the proposed amendments, and an explanation
of the need for each amendment, are fully set forth below.
Two hearings will be held before the student elections to
allow interested students and faculty to discuss the proposed
amendments. The hearings are open to all, and will be held
on: Thursday, February 16, from 5:00 to 6:00 p.m., in room
~; and Tuesday, February 21, from 12:00 to 1:00 p.m., in
room ~.

SCC §12.00

Currently, section 12.00 of the Student Code of Conduct
allows for the unilateral termination of the Code by either
the student body or the faculty.
The proposed amendment to section 12.00 of the Student
Code of Conduct would prevent either body from unilaterally
terminating the Code, which both the faculty and the student
body adopted. The proposed amendment would allow the Code's
repeal only upon the affirmative majority vote of both the
student body voting and the career faculty.

(present provision)
12.00

TERMINATION OF THE CODE:

The operation of the Code May be terminated by a majority
vote of either the career faculty e~ student body.

(proposed provision)
12.00

TERMINATION OF THE CODE:

The operation of the Code may only be terminated by a
majority vote of both the career faculty and the student body.

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO STUDENT CODE OF CONDUCT
SCC §10.00

Currently, there is an error in section 10.00 of the
Student Code of Conduct, which refers to initiative proposal
procedures in the S.B.A. Constitution, Article V, which do not
exist. Article V does not deal with amending the Student Code
of Conduct, but rather covers "budget guidelines."
The proposed amendment to section 10.00 will delete this
error, as well as clearly list the procedures currently
employed by the student body and the faculty for amending the
Student Code of Conduct.
(present provision)
10.00

PROCEDURE FOR AMENDMENT:

Proposals for amendment of the Code of Conduct may be
made by:
(1) the Initiative for Referendum procedures in the
S.B.A. Constitution, Article V, which requires a favorable
vote of a majority of those students voting, or (2) by a
majority vote of the career faculty.
Amendments shall become
effective only upon approval by a majority vote of the student
body voting on approval, in conjunction with a majority vote
of the career faculty.
(proposed provision)
10.00

PROCEDURE FOR AMENDMENT:

(a)
Proposals for amendment of the
be made by:
(1)
a petition signed by 15%
body; or
(2)
a majority of the career
(3)
a majority of the voting
Conduct Review Board.

Code of Conduct shall
of the student
faculty; or
members of the

(b)
Proposals for amendment made in conformity with
10.00(a) shall be submitted for approval to:
(1)
the student body in accordance with the
procedures promulgated by the Conduct Review
Board in its Rules of Procedure; and
(2)
the career faculty.
(0)
An amendment shall become effective only upon an
affirmative majority vote of:
(1)
the student body voting; and
(2)
the career faculty.

